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Summary DE Success Measures Framework
Quality:
• Reduce Errors/Defects




• Better knowledge capture






source of truth is 
used over the 
lifecycle
Use technological 




Models are used to  
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INCOSE Model-Based Capabilities Matrix
• Released January 2020 by INCOSE
• Framework for assessing organizational 
maturity
Model-Based 
Capability Stages Stage 0 Stage 1 Stage 2 Stage 3 Stage 4







working on different parts 
of model.  Full model 
integrated by a single 
organizations.  
Partial On-line, real-time 
collaboration amongst 
distributed teams








Partial Federated Database 
Management System 
(FDBMS)
Main tools interoperable.  
Supporting tools interact 
through file transfer.
Fully Federated w/ standard 
"plug-and-play" interfaces.  
Data is interchanged among 
tools
Inter-Database/Tool 










Item associations defined, 
captured, managed
Inter-Database/Tool Data 
Item associations among all 
data items defined, 
captured, managed, and 
traceable
Inter-Database/Tool Data Item 
associations among all data 
items defined, captured, 
managed, and traceable where 
changes in one data source 
alerts owners of other data 
sources of intended updates
User IF, 
Viewpoint/Views N/A Doc Gen UI draws from Model app
UI draws from multiple 
models/DBs
UI supports Interrogation; 
multiple configs 
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Top Cited DE Benefits Areas 





• Improved consistency of processes & models
• Increased capacity for reuse
• Higher level of support for automation
• Better communication & information sharing
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Top-cited Adoption 
Obstacles vs. Enablers vs. Changes
Key metrics:
• Availability & maturity of DE/MBSE methods & processes
• Training
• Willingness to use DE/MBSE tools
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Causal Analysis for Measurement Model
• Causal Analysis of 
benefits and 
adoption data
• Link primary 
benefits to 
measures
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Primary Benefits of Digital Engineering
―Higher level support for automation – use of tools and methods that 
automate previously manual tasks and decisions
―Early V&V – moving tasks into earlier developmental phases that 
would have required effort in later phases
―Strengthened testing – using data & models to increase test coverage 
in any phase
―Higher level support for integration – using data and models to both 
support integration of information and to support system integration 
tasks
―Better accessibility of info (ASOT) – increasing access to digital data & 
models to more people involved in program decisions
―Reusability – reusing existing data, models, and knowledge in new 
development
―Increased traceability – formally linking requirements, design, test, 
etc. via models
―Multiple viewpoints of model – presentation of data and models in the 
language and context of those that need access
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DE Metrics Working Group
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Defects Detected vs. Defects Resolved


















Number of Iterations to Resolve
Defect Resolution Lag Time
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Questions?
